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Applications of natural constraints in critical point theory 
to boundary value problems on domains with rotation symmetry 
By 
E. W. C. VAN GROESEN*) 
1. Introduction. Let D : = {r, 0)] 0 -< r _< 1, - n < 0 ~ n} be the unit disc in R 2 and let 
g : [0, 1] • R ~ R be a given function. We consider the following nonlinear Dirichlet 
problem for the Laplacian: 
-- Au = g (r, u), (r, O) ~ D (1.1) 
u=0 fo r r= 1 
The peculiarity of this BVP is its rotation symmetry: with u = u (r, 0) a solution of (1.1), 
for any (p the function R~ u : = u (r, 0 + ~o) is also a solution. Calling two functions u 1 and 
u 2 geometrically distinct (as in [4]) ifR~ ul + u2 for all ~o, we will derive multiplicity results 
for geometrically distinct solutions of (1.1). In particular, we shall distinguish between 
non-radial and radial solutions u, depending on whether u depends on the angle variable 
0 or not. 
Concerning the non-linearity g we require 
(H0) geC ~([0,1]x]R,~) for some ~e(0,1], and u~g( . ,u )  is odd: 
g( r ,u )=-g( r , -u )  foral l  ue~,re[O,  1]. 
For various growth conditions on g it is well known that multiplicity results can be 
obtained using critical point theory for the functional 
I(u) = ~ 1/2 (Vu) 2 -- G(r,u), ueH~ 
D 
(1.2) 
where 
(1.3) 
s 
G (r, s) = j g (r, t) dt. 
0 
However, in exploiting the 2~ 2 (eveness) invariance of this functional in this specific case, 
a direct application of (variants of the) Ljusternik-Schnirelmann theory, as in Clark [3], 
may yield 7Zz-distinct solutions which are, however, not geometrically distinct. The idea 
of this paper in deriving existence and multiplicity results for non-radial solutions is to 
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look for solutions which are odd in 0 and which are periodic with period 2 n/k, k E N.  
That is, for k E N, we will look for solutions that belong to the set 
(1.4) E k := {u e ~ (D)[ u (r, 0) = - u (r, -- 0); u (r, 0) = u (r, 0 + 2 n/k)}. 
Note that any u EE  k has 2k "nodal lines": u(r, nn /k )= 0, for re  [0, 1] and n E2~, 
- k < n < k. Since E,, k c E k for any m E N, we shall say that u has minimal period 2 n/k 
i fuEEmk iffm = 1. 
For k e N, the set E k is a natural constraint for the original critical point problem in the 
sense (see [6]) that any critical point u of I on E k is a critical point of I on H ~ (D) (not 
conversely, so different from the definitions of Berger [2]) and thus provides a non-radial 
solution of (1.1) if u + 0. Moreover, 2g2-distinct critical points of 1 on E k give rise to 
geometrically distinct solutions of (1.1). The existence and multiplicity of critical points 
of I on Ek is, roughly speaking, determined by the number of those eigenvalues that are 
"crossed" by the nonlinearity and for which there exists an eigenfunction which belongs 
to E k. This will be shown in section 2: with a sublinear growth condition on g, min- 
imization of I on E k will provide solutions of (1.1) with minimal period 2n/k  and 
Ljusternik-Schnirelmann theory will give multiplicity results in E k for a restricted set of 
values k E N. For superlinear functions g, the Mountain Pass theorem (Ambrosetti 
and Rabinowitz [1]) provides olutions of period 2 n/k for any k sufficiently large, and if 
g satisfies an additional monotonicity condition such solutions with minimal period 2 n/k 
shall be obtained (generalizing an idea of Nehari [9]) by minimizing I on a natural 
constraint (of codimension 1) in E k. 
Radial solutions of (1.1) are found in section 3 by considering I on the set of radial 
functions. In particular, for the case that g is sublinear we shall modify an other idea of 
Nehari [10] to construct solutions with a prescibed number of nodes. In this method, the 
nodes are found in a more or less constructive way. 
Concerning non-radial solutions, the only reference we know of is a multiplicity result 
of Costa and Willem [5] for convex functions G that satisfy stringent growth conditions. 
For radial solutions, many more results are available: Nehari [10], Hempel [8], Rabino- 
witz [I1], Struwe [12]. 
R e m a r k. The idea of introducing naturally embedded sets E k as above, originated 
from the study of periodic solutions in Hamiltonian systems (cf. [6]), and is not restricted 
to the specific case treated in this paper. In fact, for many problems in which some 
symmetry is present, such as e.g. for a b. v. p. like (1.1) on a cylindrical domain, square or 
cube, it is possible to study such "super-harmonic" solutions. 
Acknowledgement. A preliminary version of this paper was written while the author was 
at the M. R. C., Madison, Wi. It is a pleasure to thank Paul Rabinowitz and David Costa 
for their interest and illuminating discussions. 
2. Non-radial solutions. We start with some preliminaries. Denote the succesive igen- 
values of the eigenvalue problem corresponding to (1.1) by 21 < 22 < 23 < "". An eigen- 
value will be called radial or nonradial depending on whether its eigenfunction is radial 
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or not. This makes sense since the radial eigenvalues are simple, with eigenfunction 
explicitely given by 
9 2 0 (2.1) la~ s , ~s(r)=Jo( Jo ,  sr) for seN,  
whereas the non-radial eigenvalues are simple when the eigenfunctions are required to 
belong to E~: for k ~ IN 
9 2 k r (2.2) lak = Jk, s, I~s ( , O) = Jk (J'k,s r) sin k 0 ~ Ek, for s e IN. 
Here Jk, k ~ IN vo 0 are Besselfunctions of the first kind and Jk, s denotes the s-th strictly 
positive zero of Jk. 
As stated in the introduction, we will look for critical points of the functional I on the 
sets Ek, k e IN. However, instead of working with the fixed functional I on different sets 
Ek, it is somewhat simpler to define different functionals on a fixed set. To that end, let 
S denote the upper-half of the disc: S = {(r, 0) [ r ~ [0, 1], 0 ~ [0, ~z]}, and write H = H ~ (S). 
For the norm on H we shall take Ilull = IVul  2 . Next, define the following 
functionals on H: 
(2.3) Qk(U) := i i l /2  ~+~u~ rd rd0 ,  
00 
(2.4) I k (u) = Qk (u) -- ~ G (r, u). 
S 
Proposition 2.1. Critical points of the functional I on the set Ek, k ~ IN, are in an 
one-to-one correspondence with the critical points of the functional Ik on H. 
P r o o f. This result is an easy consequence ofa simple scaling argument, ogether with 
standard regularity theory for solutions of elliptic b. v.p.'s. To describe the correspon- 
dence, let, for instance, u ~ H be a critical point of I k. Define its odd continuation to the 
disc D: 
v(r ,O):=u(r ,O) for Oe[O,n] , -u ( r , -O)  for Oe(-Tr ,  O], 
and then its k-th "subharmonic':  
u k (r, O) : = v (r, k 0). 
Then Uk E E k and u k is easily seen to be a critical point of I. [] 
Related to proposition 2.1 is the observation that for k ~ N the eigenvalue problem 
defined by the quadratic functional Qk on H has eigenvalues and eigenfunctions given by 
(2.5) km iIik, m ( r  O) : = Jkm (Jkm, s r )  sin m 0, m ~ IN, s ~ N lax 9 -i- s \ ~ 
In particular, since ~k 1' 1 is sign definite on S, lak is the smallest eigenvalue and hence 
(2.6) Qk(v)> l /2 la~v 2 forall  v~H.  
S 
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The first result deals with nonlinearities g which are sublinear. Consider the following 
conditions (expressed in terms of the primitive G defined by (1.3)). 
(H1) The function G is subquadratic at infinity in the following sense: 
G(., u) 
lim sup < I/2 21. I~1 ~ u ~ -  
(H2)r There exists a number 7 > 0 such that 
lim in f~ > 1/2 7. 
I,,t -~o u 
Theorem 2.2. Let G satisfy (H0), (H1) and (H2)r for some 7 > 2j, j ~ N. Then we have 
for the solutions of BVP (1A): 
(a) I f  l denotes the number of non-radial eigenvalues not larger than 2~, then there exist 
at least l non-radial, geometrically distinct solutions. 
(b) For each k E JN for which IZ] < 7, there exists at least one solution which has minimal 
period 2 7c/k. 
(c) For every pair (k, s) ~ N x N for which #ks < 7, there exist at least s distinct solutions 
with period 2 n/k. 
P r o o f. Since 0 < Q1 < Qk, k ~ N, and G satisfies (Hi), the functionals I k are well 
defined and weakly lower semi-continuous on H. Because of (H1), these functionals are 
coercive (Ik(U) > 11 (U) ~ Oe as II u II ~ oo) and thus bounded from below on H, and satisfy 
the Palais-Smale condition (see eg. Clark [3]). Since I k is invariant under the action of the 
group Zz = {i d, - i d}, we shall apply Ljusternik-Schnirelmann theory as in [3] and use 
the genus of symmetric, compact subsets of H\{0} as index theory. This theory provides 
the existence of at least m ~2-distinct critical points of I k if some set S of genus m can be 
found such that I k (22) < 0. We shall specify below the sets 22 which will yield the desired 
multiplicity results. To prove (a), let k = 1 and denote by vm, 1 < m < l, those non-radial 
eigenfunctions 07, n e N, s e N which correspond to eigenvalues not larger than 2j. 
C~176 " T h e n ' b y 1  
definition of vm, Q1 (v) __< 2j ~ v 2 for every v ~ 22Q. Furthermore, since G satisfies (H2)7, for 
every v ~ Z ~ it holds ~ G (-, v) > 1/2 7 ~ v 2 for 0 sufficiently small. Since S ~ is a compact 
set, and 7 > 2j, it follows that there exists a 0 > 0 sufficiently small such that 11 (v) < 0 
for every v e Z ~. Since Zo has genus l, part (a) follows with proposition 2.1. 
To prove part (b), we minimize Ik on H. If u is such a minimizer, and #~ _-< 7, then I k (u) 
is negative since Ik(o0~) = 1/2 #~ ~2 1 {0~} 2 - I G(~0~) < 1/2 Qz(/z~ - 7) f {0~} 2 is 
negative for Q sufficiently small. Moreover, such a minimizer is sign definite on H: if u 
were not sign definite, either its positive part u+ (.) := max {u(.), 0} or its negative part 
u_ (.) = min {u(.), 0} would yield a smaller value for I k. Then, via proposition 2.1, this 
function corresponds to a solution of (1.1) that belongs to Ek but (being sign definite for 
0 ~ (0, zc/k)) not to Ek. m for m > 2 and thus has minimal period 2 zc/k. 
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For k e N consider for Q > 0 the set 
2e := {v = ,=1~ ,@tk'l ,C~, elR, 1 <t<s:  Ilvl, =Q}. 
Then, as above, now using (2.6), it can be verified that I k (Z o) < 0 if #~ __< 7 and ~ > 0 is 
sufficiently small. Since Z ~ has genus s, part (c) follows with proposition 2.1. This com- 
pletes the proof. [] 
The next results deal with nonlinearities which are superlinear. Consider the following 
conditions. 
(H3) There exist numbers/~ > 2 and R > 0 such that 
(2.7) 9 ( ' ,u ) 'u>/~G( ' ,u )>0 for a l luwith ]u l>R,  
and numbers M1,2 > 0 and r > 2 such that 
(2.8) G( . ,u )<=ml+Mz[u  [" foral l  u~lR.  
(H4) The function u -o 9 (', u) is differentiable, derivative 9', and the following condi- 
tions are satisfied: 
(i) G( . ,u )>Ofora l lu4=O,  
(ii) 9' (', u) u 2 - 9 (', u). u > 0 for all u ~e 0. 
The well known inequality (2.7) can be integrated to give 
(2.9) G( - ,u )>a+blu lU .  for all u~R 
for some constants a and b > 0. Condition (2.8), polynomial growth at infinity, implies 
by Sobolev embedding theorems for functions on the plane that the functional ~ G (., u) 
is well defined and weakly continuous on H ~ (H4) is essentially a monotonicity condition 
on the growth of 9; any positive, homogeneous function G of degree larger than 2, and 
finite sums of such functions, satisfy this condition. 
Theorem 2.3. Let G satisfy (H0) with c~ = 1 and (H3). There exist k o e N and for each 
k E N,  k > ko, a solution Uk which has period 2 7r/k. Consequently, there exist infinitely 
many, geometrically distinct, non-radial solutions. 
P r o o f. We use the mountain pass lemma (Ambrosetti & Rabinowitz [1]) to show that 
I k has a critical point on H for k sufficiently large, from which the result follows with 
proposition 2.1. 
For k E N, I k is well defined on H and as a consequence of (2.7), (2.9) satisfies the 
Palais-Smale condition (see [1]) and Ik( ~ V) --* -- oO as 0 -~oo for every v e H. To apply the 
mountain pass lemma it only remains to show that there exist numbers ~ > 0 and c~ > 0 
such that 
(2.10) Ik(V)~o:>O forevery veH,  llv[]=O. 
To that end, note that since g is locally Lipschitz, there exist constants M > 0 and 6 > 0 
such that G(., u) < Mu 2 for all u e II,  [ul < 6, and together with (2.9) it follows that for 
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some M o > 0 :G( . ,u )< Mu2- ]  - Mo]u] r for all u~R.  Then, by Sobelev's embedding 
theorem, (2.6) and the inequality Qk(V) > 1/2 H v ]] 2 on H, it follows that 
I k (u) >= 1/2 II u Ii 2 _ M ~ u 2 - M o ~ l uV  >_- (1 /2  - M//~) II u II 2 _ c. M o IJ u I] r . 
Since #~ -ooo as k -ooo, it follows that I k satisfies (2.10) for some 0 > 0 and c~ > 0 
provided k > ko, where k o is such that #~o > 2M. This proves (2.10). [] 
The proof of the next result provides a much more explicite characterization of the 
functions Uk from theorem 2.3. 
Theorem 2.4. Let G satisfy (H0), (H3) and (H4). Let k o ~ N be such that g' (., 0) </~o. 
Then, for any k e N,  k >= ko, there exists a function u k which has minimal period 
2 n/k. 
P r o o f. For any k _-> k o we shall prove the existence of a sign definite critical point of 
I k on H, from which the result follows with proposition 2.1. Using the same ideas as in 
[6], [7], consider for k >= ko the following analytical mini-max problem ("analytical" to 
distinguish from the topological mini-max formulation in the proof of the mountain pass 
lemma) 
(2.11) inf sup I k (Q v). 
wH, ljvl[=1 Q>0 
For fixed v ~ H, H v II = I, the (twice differentiable) function 0 __< ~ ~ I k (Q v) vanishes at 
Q = 0, is positive for ~ > 0 small (since k = ko) and tends to - ~ as a ~ ~.  An investi- 
gation of the second derivative of this function at its critical point(s), shows that condition 
(H4) (ii) implies that this function has, in fact, a unique critical point, say 0 = ~ (v), viz. the 
point at whichlk( Q (v)v) is maximal. The set of points Nk:= {~ (v)v ~ H IH v I] -- 1} can 
therefore also be described as 
(2.12) Nk = {u e H\{O}l<I'k(u), u) = 0}, 
where (I~, (u),.) ~ H* denotes the first derivative of I k at u. (This set Nk has been consid- 
ered for the first time, for a specific case, by Nehari [10].) It is not difficult to show (see 
also [7]) that Nk is a smooth manifold (in particular, u = 0 is an isolated point of 
(I~ (u), u) = 0 since k > ko) with codimension 1, and that N k is a natural constraint for Ik: 
any critical point of I k on Nk is also a critical point of I k on H (the Lagrange multiplier 
vanishes). The analytical mini-max problem (2.11) is thus equivalent with the min- 
imization problem for I k on Nk: 
(2.13) inf{Ik(u) lU~Nk}.  
It remains to show that (2.13) has a sign definite solution. Since the set N k is not weakly 
closed in H, this is not completely standard and we will indicate the main ideas (see also 
[71). 
Denote the value of (2.13) by Ck; then c k is strictly positive. Next, note that for u e Nk, 
Ik(U) = ~ W(u), where the function W(u) = 1/2 g(., u) u - G(., u) satisfies for any u ~ R, 
W (Q u) > W (u) for every ~ > 1 (as a consequence of(H.4) (ii)). Now, consider aminimizing 
sequence (Urn), m ~ N. Since u,, ~ Nk, it readily follows from (2.7) that (Urn) is uniformly 
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bounded in H and, hence, has a weakly convergent subsequence, u , ~ ~ say. Since the 
functionals ~ W(u) and ~ 9(' ,  u) u are weakly continuous, it follows that ~ W(fi) = Ck and 
(I~,(fi), fi) < 0. To show that fi belongs, in fact, to Nk and is thus a minimizer for (2.12), 
first note that fi = 0 is excluded since u,, ~ Nk and u,, ~ 0 would imply that II u,, II -~ 0, 
contradicting the fact that 0 is an isolated point of Nk U {0}. Hence fi =# 0. Now, if (I~ (fi), 
fi) were negative, there would exist a ~ < 1 such that Q fi e N, (definition of N,). But then 
W(Q ~) < ~ W(~) = Ck, contradicting the definition of c k. This proves the existence of a 
minimizer for (2.13). Since N k is a symmetric set, it is standard to show that such a 
minimizer is sign definite on S, which completes the proof, [] 
3. Radial solutions. In this section we shall briefly investigate radial solutions of (1.1) 
by looking for critical points of I on the set of radial functions: 
R: = {u E H ~ (D) I u (r, 0) = u (r)}. 
If 9 is sublinear, i.e. satisfies (H0), (H1) and (H2)~ for some ? >__ 2j, j c N, the functional 
I is bounded from below on R and standard Ljusternik-Schnirelmann theory (as in [3]) 
shows that there exist k distinct radial solutions, where k is the number of radial eigen- 
values not larger than 2 i. If 9 is superlinear, i.e. satisfies (H0) and (H3), the existence of 
infinitely many radial solutions is well established (see e.g. [9, 10, 11, 12]). In particular, 
Nehari's idea ([10]) to introduce a natural constraint for problems with a nonlinearity that 
belongs to a restricted class of functions, can be modified to be applicable to any function 
9 which satisfies (H4), and provides olutions with a prescribed number of nodes. Nodal 
properties of solutions are also present in the references cited above, but Nehari's idea 
seems particularly useful because it characterizes the nodes in a more or less explicit way. 
In this section we shall modify this idea to the case of sublinear nonlinearities g. Then, 
in contrast o the superlinear case, the behaviour of 9 at the origin determines a lower 
bound for the length of the intervals on which a nontrivial solution can exist. 
o for some j e N. Suppose, Theorem 3.1. Let G satisfy (H0), (HI) and (H2)~ with y >= #j+ 1 
moreover, that g (r, u) = 0 iff u = 0 and that g (., u) is strictly concave for u > O. Then, for 
each k e N • {0}, 0 <= k <=j, there exists at least one pair of solutions which have precisely 
k nodes in the interval (0, 1). 
P r o o f. It is a standard result that the weakly lower semi-continuous, coercive func- 
tional I is bounded from below on R and attains its (negative, since 7 > #0) minimum 
value for at least one non-trivial function u ~ R. Due to this extremal characterization, the 
solution is easily seen to be sign definite on (0, 1). The strict concavity of g for u > 0 
implies that sign definite solutions of (1.1) are unique up to sign, which proves the 
existence of precisely one solution (up to sign) without interior nodes. The essential idea 
of the rest of the proof is best explained for the simplest case j = 1, so we shall restrict 
ourselves to that case. Define for :~ c [0, 1] the sets of functions which are identically zero 
on the left or on the right of e: 
RI (CO:={u~RIu(x )=O for xe[e , l ]} ,  
R 2 (0r  for xe[0 ,  cr 
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Then consider the functions mi, i = 1, 2 and f defined on [0, 1] by: 
m i (cz): = inf {I (u)] u e R i (a)}, 
f (a) = ml  (oO + m2 (o0. 
Note that ml and m 2 are finite, non-positive functions with m 1 (0) = 0 = m 2 (1). In fact, 
the infima in the definitions of ml are attained by functions w i (., a), say, which are unique 
up to sign. Furthermore, there exist numbers el > 0 and ~2 < 1 such that wt(. ,  c 0 - 0 
for e e [0, ~1] and w 2 (., ~) - 0 for a e [~2, 1]. The functions m i are differentiable with 
derivatives: 
m'l(oO = - 1/2o~ {Srwl (a -- 0, c0} 2 , 
m'z (~) = 1/2~ {Srw2 (e + 0, a)}2. 
The numbers ~1 and c% depend on the behaviour of the function g at the origin. As a 
consequence of the assumption ? > #o (for j = 1) it follows that ~1 < ~2. Indeed, if 
c~* e (0, 1) denotes the node of the eigenfunction corresponding to/~2 ~ then ~1 < e* < c~2. 
For  instance, to show ~ < ~* observe that/~o is the lowest eigenvalue of the eigenvalue 
problem on [0, c~*] and, since 7 __> #2 ~ m 1 (c~*) is negative. In the same way c~* < ~2. 
From these observations it follows that the function f is strictly negative, differentiable 
and that it attains its maximum at some interior point ~2 e (0, 1). Then, the function fi 
defined by 
a(- )  = Iw~ (., ~)1 - Iw~ (., ~)1 
belongs to R, is differentiable on [0, 1] (in particular at x = ~, since f ' (0~)= O) and, 
hence, is a smooth solution of (1.1) which has precisely one interior node, namely ~. 
This completes the proof of the theorem for j = 1. The same idea generalizes to arbitrary 
jeN.  [] 
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